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1. Introduction 

The multi-particle production is the main process at high 
energies accompanying the collision of hadrons. However, there 
is no so far a common viewpoint as to its development. Abundance 
of theoretical models for its interpretation is explained at least 
by two reasons: the absen~e of th~ consistent theory of strong 
interactions, ~d essential multi-particle character of a 
production aot. Thus, at the present stage it is important to 
select the most realistic models. The study of the development 
of the multi-particle production in the hadron-nucleus 
interactions is of importance too. The main and qualitatively 
new faot in this case ~s the space-time proximity between the 
aots of generation and resoattering of the produced system on 
the nuclear nucleons. One may hope that as far as the models 
differ in describing the initial stage of the process, they 
will lead to different results for the multi-particle production 
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of hadron-nucleus interactions. These hopes are grounded; the 
investigations of multi-particle production in nuclear matter 
have already resulted in oritioal situation with abundance of 
contradictions between traditional representations based on the 
cascade schemes and observations. 

These discrepancies have been mentioned in a large nucber 
of papers ( see, e.g. 1 • 2 ). The most serious facts are the 
following: 

i) It appears that the mean value of the inelasticity 
coefficient <K> for the multi-particle production on 
the hyclrogen target and on complex nuclei slightly 
differs and is practically indepelldent of the number of 
slow particles ( ~ ) accompanying the process J, 4 • 

ii) A surprising fact is the approXimate invarianoe of the 
mean transverse momentum of produced partioled < p.L> with 
respect to the nucleus size 5 • 

iii) The absence of the dependence of the rati~ of mean 
multiplicities on nuclei and hydrogen target on the 
energy ( E ~ 100 GeV) is determined:-

iv) The ratio q:/·/<ns> is also indepelldent of the number 
of k- particles. In the models based on the assumpt
ion that the multi-particle production in nuclear matter 
consists of a number of independent acts, this function 
must fall rapidly 6 

v) The mean multiplicity depends weakly on the atomic 
number < n

5
) ~ A-< , o< of the order 7 o.1S::!: o. o~ 

vi) The data on the angular distribution of particles 
produced on a nuclear target are very important. Their 
number in the forward oone corresponding to e::J 
in the elementary act does not depend\on the ener~y 
(- 1?..1... ) transferred to nucleus 4 • 

vii) Finally, the ratio of multiplicities at different but 
sufficiently high energies is ~pproximately independent 
of the energy transferred to nucleus and equals that for 
the multi-particle production on the hydrogen target at 
the same energies 4•8 • 

From these facts it follows that as far as the cascade 
schemes are based on the assumption of the instantaneous produc
tion of real secondaries, their difficulties fail to favour 
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one-stage models of the elementary act. This is just a positive 
result of a great amount of papers of this trend. 

Thus,the previous investigations of the hadron-nucleus 
interactions lead to the necessity of taking into account the 
space-time peculiarities of the process development. 

Apparently, some first papers pointing out the importance 
of consideration ofthe creation delay are 9 •10 • Then 1, under 
the assumption of the diffraction mechanism of hadron excitation 
and its decay beyond the nucleus, estimates haTe been made. These 
estimates showed that in this case the dependence of multi
plicity on the energy and the mass number of nucleus-target is 
considerably improv-ed as compared with the results of cascade 

11 . 
schemes. The authors of the paper made a further step: the 
diffractionally excited hadron may increase its excitation 
energy in subseluent interactions with nuclear nucleons. Both 
in/l/ and in/ll the cross -section of the resonance-nucleon 
inelastic interaction was assumed to be equal to the known 

,....;,._ ,... iJ&. 
value for usual hadrons v,...N = 20 mb or v AlAI = JO mb. 

The results of these papers inspite of their qualitative 
preliminary character ( they relate to the fragmentation 
region only) are very interesting since they certainly demonstra
te the necessity to take into account the space-time relations 
when describing the production in nuclear matter. 

However, to interprete the above presented facts, the 
considerations of the mentioned papers are insufficient. Most 
probably that the model of one-dimensional "cascading" energy 
flux, widely discussed recently ( e.g., allowing a number of 
independent production acts in matter, it encounters the 
difficulty of explanation iv ) ~, 6 ), is, also, insufficient. 

Below, we shall briefly describe the picture developed 
/12-18/ in which is as a whole consistent with experimental 

data. We shall, also, make some conclusions. 
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2. On the Formulation of the Model 

According to this picture, one should give up the assump
tion that the "leading• particle ( or rather the system) arising 
in the average act of multiple production in subsequent colli
sions with nuclear nucleons can induce the multiple process 
with usual intensity. Otherwise it is difficult to explain the 
facts mentioned in the introduction ( i, iii- vi ) • One should 

~ 

consider that •the leading" particle just after the multiple 
generation act becomes unable to interact actively with 
nucleons: the nucleus for it becomes, practically, transparent. 

Note, that even before the majority of the pointed out facts 
were stated the idea of possible sharp change of the l~ading 
system properties has been proposed by a number of authirs/19- 2!/ 
For such a state, the terms "bare•, •cut" are usel. 
This state is assumed to be, generally speaking, excited. The 
time necessary for the •cut• hadron to restore its proper 
equilibrium field slows down ( is retarded) by the Lorentz 

0 factor ( which is usually, vary high). Thus, as the first 
approximation in 112- 181 it is assumed that the inelastic inter~ 

' otion of a leading particle ( system) with nucleons may be 
neglected. 

To describe most of the produced particles ( pionization 
part of a spectrum~ we keep to the following considerations. 
In the elementary act there occurs high energy release in the 
volume not exceeding the Lorentz oontraoted nucleon 
volume. The produced hadron system is at first expanding 
with the velocity close to the light velocity,\ and after 
reaching the definite energy density it disintegrates into 
separate particles. Most probably, that in the expanding phase 
due to the presenc.:.e of a strong interaction in the system, 
these particles cannot be separated ( this assumption is a 
basic one in some concrete models of multi-particle produc
tion /22/ • Thus, over a period of expanding it should be 
considered as a whole • 
are ?t"- mesons, then the 
approximately equal to 

As most of the produced particles 
decay radius of the system should be 
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where .J'I,- is the ?r'- meson mass, and <n..s) is the mean multi
plicity in the elementary act. The state of the hadron system 
in its expanding phase we call a cluster. 

Henceforth taking into consideration the comparison of the 
observed data corresponding to the incoherent processes with 
large energy transfer to the nuclear matter ( up to 3.5-4.0 GeV), 
we shall describe the cluster-nucleon interaction in termR of 
the cross sections, but not amplitudes. 

Further, we should expect that like in the collisions of 
the known hadron, the mean-transverse momentum transferred 
in the cluster-nucleon interaction is much smaller than the 
initial one. Thus,the motion of center of cluster mass may be 
considered to be rectilinear. Since the de Broglie wave length 
of cluster is much smaller than the internucleonio distances, 
this motion can be determined by classical equation. 

At high energies the nucleon wave length in the cluster 
rest frame is also vet:r small ( X '< Z"o ) • Consequently, 
one can calculate the cross-section of the cluster-nucleon 
interaction in classical limit. 

Let us proceed to the equation system of the cluster 
motion in matter. They can be presented in the dimensionless 

form: ~ 

~ c/~ I ,2. J d'l /elf = - [s'o + J Vj'!lrfJ _1 } (2a) 

l cl•%tf = L (I"'+-'?£;;~'_..,_ ;:t,;)!.:+ft:ff;_J~2.b) 
where 

f{J) =E(t)/~fo) 

J = (2.-:Co} t}71f'E;,~tJ)' I 

Jt'{t} = EJfJ/£0 (0)/ 

3~~-~ 

.So = Zo Yo/£. {o_} , 
(J) 
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and 

Besides 

L = E:..(O} 
8 

cr'"- ) 
(<k/ crt:otJK,N. 

f(t) = $(J"J.J"(f), (4) 

i.e., (4) connects the total cluster enexgy with its mass. 
The meaning of the equations and notations are as follows. 

£ is the total cluster energy, Eo is the inner al.uster 
~ 

energy, J"' is the Lorentz-factor of its motion in the 
laboratory system. ~ is the point of the production act, 
~ is the coordinate along the cluster motion ( see Fig.l), 

L 
Fig.l. 

C!!-<!_•!_ 

JO is the __ nuclear matter 
density, E. is the mean 
energy of recoil nucleon after 
its collision with the aluster 

'l:.0 is the range of nuclear 
forces 1n the nucleon-cluster 
system in the moment of cluster 
production (~o ~ fiy,c}. 

The motion of a olllster in a nucleus. 

The equation (2a) connects the energy loss of the cluster 
per unit path with the cross section ~ • ..v of its interaction 
with the nucleon ( <Y'x,AI is proportional right hand side 2a). 
The second term in brackets represents the c;ange of the 
transverse~uster sizes as a result of its expanding with near 
light velocity ( see 1231, p.75), taking account of relativis
tic retardation down of time ( by analogy with the considera
tion in 1201 ). 

In the second equation (2b) < K > , <J'"'- , (1' -t-ot: 

are the mean value of the inelasticity coefficient, the total 
inelastic cross section,the total cross-section, respectively, 
for the cluster-nucleon interaction. The combination of these 
quantities, put in round paranthesis we shall call the 

8 

inelasticity parameter. The expression put in parenthesis in 
(2b) and multiplied by £: {o) is the kinetic energy of the 
cluster collision with the nucleon 1n the o.m.s. 

Thus, the second equation describes the change of the 
cluster internal energy ( which can be identified with mass up 
to rather high energies) per unit path, caused by its successive 
inelastic collisions with nucleons. This change is proportional 
to the number of collisions and to the mean energy release in 
each of them. 

.1.. In fig.l the al. uster production is localized. It means that 
the space region of its production is much smaller of the 

nucleus sizes. Let us estimate the scale of this region. The 
mean energy ( in o.m.s.) for the cluster production 
::::: < K"'"'> ./.i!mc~ £< We obtain from the uno ertainty relation 
that it is released within the time intervaltdzi./.(K,.,>~~~ 
and, consequently, the dimension of the rP-Gion i::; of the ordP.r 

A~~cLlf:::::: -J".t .. c /<:K.NN)yf:imc!l. '. On the other hand, the distance 
between the nucleons ( in the same system) is of the to /Jr ~ 
-::::: t

0 
/v'~ /.?met order. The ratio of these quautitics is 

L'>.'i../ (c., If) -
Jtc 

<.I<'N,. > 'l., .2mc~ - 0,:1 << i . ~A/4>"-0.Y-o.r) 
(5) 

Hence it follows the possibility of localization of cluster 
production in the nucleus. It may be considered that it is 
produced under the collision of the primar,y hadron vdth one of 
the nucleons ( from (5) is seen that at very small values of AC 
the localization is impossible and the process is revelopcd 
in the range of nucleus size order). 

?.. From fie.l, illustrating the motion of the cluster 
produced near ~o it is evidently assumed ( as 

well as the equations (2a 1 b) that the cluster decays beyond the 
nucleus. What energies does it hold for? 

It is reasonable to define the time of cluster decay as 
L!.T,r<::: "Z.t ,t .... s /c.During this time its path equals )l-~o:::: ..'\~- c"" 
""- t,., . ~.~$' • The mean decay radius 'le~ is estimated by the· 
relation (1). Since the mean multiplicity< 11.s)~ <~N>0>me2.t; KET;> 
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( 'E:~/.::.-c. "'= 0. YS- 0. so GeV) 

2/.3 

~-l:o = (:::;;:: ~c /:L ••'{J / {<K,..,"'>z o,->) 

At 0 = 10 GeV from ( 6) we obtain ? -~o :::= 5. 2 flll. Taking 
into account that in the act, the cluster is produced at the 
distance A= L.j:> cr-,.;:;;; from the forward boundary of the 
nucleus, then A+ (i! -i!- 0 ) = -':L R where R_ is the 

3 

(6) 

radius of photoemulsion heavy nuclei. In fact, such an approach 
at E,_ = 10 Gev is also justified for the paths ~ -"2o = .!lR.. 
This is due to the nuclear matter reaction to the cluster moving 
inside it which prevents its rapid dec~ ( see /l5/ ). Thus, 
the lower limit of applicability of equations (2a,b) is near 

' EJ. = 10 GeV. It is yet difficult to estimate the upper limit. 
One may only suppose that the given scheme is valid without 

considerable changes up to energies at which the pion1?.at1on 
part of a spectrum may be ( or effectively) described at least 
approximately in the framework of one cluster production. 

J. The equation (2b) is written under the assumption that 
the energy released during each collision of the 

cluster with nucleons increases its internal energy Eo 
In favour of such a solution we give the following arguments. 
When discussing the possibility of the mechanism of hadron exci
tation in paper 124/ the conditions of its realization have 
been formula ted: 

~ ~] ( ;-.1 [(E;) - £;, 2~ <_/'r (7) 

where ~~-£;, is the hadron excitation energy as a result of 
inelastic collision. The estimate with the inelasticity para

neter for the known hadrons shov1s that the condition (7) is 
fulfilled in most of the collisions of the cluster with the 
nucleon. 

The previous argument explains the reason of energy release 
localization in one of the colliding partners, but gives no 
preference to the cluster over the nucleon. However, in favour 
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of localization in cluster one may give an argument based 
on the analysis of the experiments on the 60 GeV meson-
-nucleon interactions 1247 • It shows that in the cases which 
may be interpreted as excitation, ::r- meson is excited with 
probability by an order higher than the nucleon. In the mean 
nucleon-nucleon interaction ( < K..v..v > ~ 0, V- o, s) , there are 
mainly produced· the pionization eluate~ the excited "hot" systems' 
in the continuous spectrum. It is reasonable to assume that 
relative probability of their excitation in the cluster-nucleon 
collision is not smaller. 

Thus, besides a natural wish to simplify the problem 
one may give objective arguments allowing to describe the 
cluster-nucleon interaction as the two-particle one. 

Equation system (2a,b) inclUdes only two essential Pal'a-
meters: t?:.. is the mean energy of recoil nucleons, and 

(<K> ~::}KN' is the inelasticity parameter of the 
, /12 14/ cluster-nucleon interaction. They were defined in ' • 

The parameter ~ ""'- ( o.l2-Q.l4) GeV corresponling to the 
mean energy of 9- particles ( it is almost inde~endent of 
the in1 tial hadron energy). The quantity ( < K / g;:o:} x /II ~q~-q~ 
This vSJ.ue resui ~s in satisfactory agreement in the <'n~,~ >- n...s -

correlation at £;., = 22 GeV. In all further calculations both 
the parameters are supposed to be known and equal to the 
pointed out values. 

J. Comparison with Data of the Multiple Production in the 
Hadron-Nucleus 'Interactions 

The validity of the presented picture should be verified 
by comparison with the experiment. 

We will not discuss the details of the solution of 
equations, its connection with the observed quantities ( ~ , ~ 
and so on) the averaging over the impact parameter and the 

/12-18/ cluster production coordinate. They are explained in refs. • 
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J.l. The interpretation of facts stated in Introduction 

Let us begin with discussing the ~bove mentioned facts. 
The absence of considerable differences in the average value of 
inelasticity coefficient for tne process on tne hydrogen 
target and on complex nuclei (i) is trivial from the viewpoint 
of accepted hJpotheses. Really, the incident particle initiating 
the multiple generation act on one of the nuclear nucleons 
in the same way as on the hydrogen-target creates "leading 
partiole"w~ch interacts weakly with the nucleus. Thus the mean 
value of energy for the production of new particles should be 
approximately the same as 1n the case of hydrogen target. 

A direct consequence of initial assumptions is also the 
inYarianoe of mean value of the transverse momentum of produced 
particles in the elementary aot and 1n nuclear target (11) • 

It is very well known that < fO..L) is practioall;y 
unchanged in a very large energy range of colliding particles, 
including accelerating and cosmic regions. From the viewpoint of 
the accepted picture, this faot.is completely determined by the 
cluster decay dynamics and is in:lependent of its mass. Thus,it 
is qUite m tural that the cluster produced and • onrsrown 11 

inside the nucleus, will obey this rule as usual when decaying 
beyond the nucleus. This fact which defies description from the 
viewpoint of models assuming instantaneous production of 
secondaries ( due to the effect of multiple scattering) is very 
simple in the considered picture. 

The comparison of calculation with data for the R.E,.,.. 
ratio of the mean multiplicity of particles ~.r produced 
in the nucleus and in tne a1 ementary act at high £,., 
is given in fig.2. There is no dependence o~ the ratio on ener&r 

R.<l•l 

l. 

.olf"J.~--
J:l'~ 

,// f 
f-4t~' ~ +"J!{'..J 
•.• p('M',f,) ... 

,. 
Fig.2. The ratio R.£,., (Ep). 

C:p • In this case the solution 
of the system of equations 
(2a,b) permits a simple qualita
tive analysis as at high ro 
it is "uncoupled•. (One Ma7 

neglect the expansion terms). 
Then from (2b) neglecting the 
term rn.-cz /Eo (o) 
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using the definition of its quantities, and passing from ~ 

to l! , we obtain 

do/rJ?: = f:¥"'~2, (<K> :~:l,AI (0f.t--t- .!/<K..,,.,) -~). 
(8) 

Since the quantities of (8) are praotioall;y independent of the 
energy Er up to this accuracy we have 

<'ns~ A::ns1-J> ~ (l?.r~..., · <~>/<n.r>;,./> =-~ (~)J (9) 

where <~>- is the function 
parameters and the points ~0 
nucleus. 

a-f , averaged over the impact 
of cluster production in the 

Henceforth, .using the relation between 11-s and ns;I'Y' 

( (21) in /14/ ) and the definition of dispersion, one may 
show that in tne framework of the accepted picture the following 
relation 

!:~ ~~~.t. 

::::::: <"s~l' 

( ~o is the dispersion in 

the elementary act ) 
(10) 

holds , i.e., the function 9J-f/<n.-s)~ is independent of 
magnitude of cluster path in nuCleus, consequently, of the 
number of n...{, (c"v) • This conclusion is correct 1l the leading 
hadron • interaction is neglected. F1g.J presents the results 

• for the function c;(}.t./<'.~t-s>"t.. 

e& ar points we denote the experi-
qrW 

mental data, a solid line 
u 

t corresponds to relation (10), .,,I 4 f ! 4 ' and the dashed line is the ... r"',, 
result of calculation of this -- -41 ---------- function by the Gottfried model 

0 r 10 '~" "\ ... 121 • Earlier /G/ it was 
emphasized that these data are 

Fig • .J. CJJ!J./<nsf as a function of n"- • 
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di:ffioul t to explain if one keeps to the models assuming the 
presence of a number of independent production aots. 

The A - dependence of the mean multiplicity <~s~ (v) 
(v) can be obt.:dned by direct calculations, then approxima.ting 
the results by the function of the form ~ A o( • Fig.4 
presents such an approximation with o< == 0.12. The experimen
tal points arc taken from ref. 125/ • The initial protons had 

<"•>• the energy EP = 70 GeV. Close 'j"'"' .,, results are obtained by evaluation 
• ~ A of experimental data at 
• ~ E/" = 200 GeV 126/ • 

,,. A The absence of the dependence 
of the number of s - particle.s 

Fig.4. A-dependence (vi) in the forward cone on n..{. 
of <rt5 ). (i.e., on the cluster-path) is 

easily explained in the framework of the developed model. 
Firstly, the oontr.Lbution to the forward cone is given by fast 
particles produced during the decay of "the leading system" 
which interacts wea.kly with the nuclear nucleons. Secondly, 
the integral contribution of particles ( the cluster decay 
products) to this cone is also independent of ~~ 
( see /l3,l4/ ). The latter ~an be qualitatively explained by 
approximate compnnsation of two effects. On the one hand 
the "overgrowing" of the cluster results in decreasing of its d 
( (SJ ) i.e., increases l9v~ • On the other hand, "overgrowing" 
leads to the increasing number of s- particles, in the 
changed angular interval. 

At last, consider the relation (vii). It is reproduced 
by the numerical results. However, an approximate result for this 
relation is possible in this case also ( see ref. /l4/ ). At 
high energies, the following equation from the system (2a

1
b) may 

be obtained 

I dns ......
<h;>;«.,..o o!A£ = 

rr'"' l .z.) 
(<K) ~t.t/K,N' ((Jf2+~K.NN) -Jf- ;:~~(11) 

The right-hand side of (11) is the same at different 
energies with an accuracy up to !lllall term h?cVE..fo). 

14 

Thus we have: 

cl n. s { E,.o£) 

c/ /2,~ {E,..oz} 

<n.s~ (EpJ.) 

<ns-1--,..o ( Epz) 

hence it follows the relation: 

lls { 4> ... ) / /Z..r ( E,Pz.) = < /?s ~.P { E,oJ.) A4 ,),,..o { E/>z), 

(12) 

(lJ) 

( The additive integration constant is equal to zero). This 
relation has been experimentally determined for E,PJ. = 200 GeV, 
Ep .. = 70 Gev /B/ and ...E,P4 == 300 Gev, E,..o, = 200 GeV 

iii ref. / 4/ 

3.2. Differential characteristics of relativistic particles 

The considered model does not pretend to describe the 
dynamics of cluster state decay into separate particles. It only 
assumes that, e.g., the distribution of P{/2-.s) over the number 
of relativistic particles corresponds to that of produced 
clusters over masses. Thus, the distribution of ~ (~s) in 
the hadron-nucleus interaction is determined qy the distribu
tion of ~ ( /Zs) in the elementary act /l7/ : 

_F(n.s)= [.fc/1[ !f(~J]-f. !c/1{ !/(~)l;("s,) 
'A J ~(~) .€(~/ . (14) 

The quantity A?(~) isthe factor of growing multiplicity 
with increasing cluster mass, v./~ is the element of the 
nuclear volume corresponding to equal cluster paths ~('~) 
is the factor of "shading" of .{_-layers of the nucleus. 
All these are determined by (21) 1 (22) and (23) in ref. /l4/ • 

The distributions of F;,N,o (~s) on light nuclei and of 
-5{,s ... ( n.s) on heavy nuclei of photoemulsion at EP = 200 GeV 
is presented on fig.5. The experimental data are also presented 
in fig.5 1261 • Obviously, at small 12-.s ,(14) cannot. be 
used as the production mechanism is non-cluster here, but the 
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It is interesting to c~nsider the behaviour of r-(1) 
in the range of smal.J. angler.. It vras investigated in refs/JO,~/ 
Fig.e presents the experimental results for the ratio 

"<> .., 

:,tlv~ .. ) = ( .FA (J)dj' / j. F;,{!f)fJ for two nuclear groups 
'd• --&~...... J-"- /JO/ 

of photoemulsion at E p = 200 GeV • A rough theo:retioal 
evaluation of the function ~ {r!f..M •• ) under the assumption of 
absence of the leading system interaction is presented by 
smooth curves. Such results are obtained for the 71+ E,rinte
ro.ction ( £.17- = 60 GeV ) /Jl/ • 

~ 

l(~_.) 

<>l \~ 9 ' 
l,v l-- ~'-.,¢ 

9 
... 

><¢. -~--f 
~-9-

z,o 

O,S 

;y =- c..w~" 
:l ..l J; s 6 

Fig.8. The distribution :l (:J ..... ~") 

Note, that for 

or~~' approximately 
corresponding to 
half-angle, ~ = 1. 
This reflects the faot 
(vi) which has been 
considered above. 

J.J. The correlation relations and the nucleus-tarcet response 

Obviously, the characteristics connected ~ith nuclear 
response to the development of multi-particle ~reduction in it 
are the important points in testilt€ the validity of the model. 
To such characteristics we may refer the data on the correla
tion between the number of s- and cf- particles' the distribu-
tions over the numbers /U,! , the dependence of <n..8 > 
on A and E sine e g -particles arc the nucleons 
being directly collided with the cluster. The ~odel allows one 
to find also these quantities by solving system (2a,b) • Thus, 
by analogy with derivation of relations (14) and (15), it is not 
diffioul t to obtain for the <' n8 / - ns- correlation the formula 

II 

<n<!) z A~ ffF, (:t,)!f(t)tfytj-fi ~~~j,Y(tjAE{¥(t}jcl'f, 
(18) 

I Jr 

~ 

.. 
l., ~-

/1, s 
$ 10 IS" .to 

<~~.s> 

0 s 

t,.=~O,ey; 

AJ,B,_ 

ll._, 
/0 fS 

Fig.9. The <~a>- n.s correlation. Fic.lO. The <ns>- n8 corre
lation. 

Figs. 9 and 10 present the experimental 1251 and theoretical 
results for the correlations <n8 >- ns and <1'1-s> -~ 
at Ep= 70GeV. A satisfactory description of these characte
ristics is also obtained for the process at EP = 200 GeV 1261. 

Fig.ll a,b illustrates the correspondence of theory with 
experimental data on the distribution of F,q (nJ) at 
£p = 200 GeV in the oase of light ( f1.g.a) and heavy (fig. b) 
nuclei of photoemulsion 126/ • The dashed curve in fig. lla 
corresponds to .,-~ C 1~ at E.,.-= 40 GeV, and, also, gives 
a satisfactory description of experimental data, obtained when 
irradiating the propane Qhamber /l6/ • 

Hence, there follow two interesting peculiarities of the 
process on nuclei. The first one is seen from the data in fig.lla: 
the mean value < n~) is practically constant in a wide 
energy interval. The second peculiarity- is the dependence of 
~ n8) on the mass number of .A.-target at the same energy. The 

comparison of the data in fig. lla,b) leads to the following 
approximate dependence: 
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In oonolusion we 
shall oormnent the final 
stage of nuclear response 
to the multi-particle--. 
production in it: the 

emission of b-partioles. 
llaturally, in the average 
act of interaction (only 
several b-particles 
correspond to it) the 
connection between the 
nucleus excitation and 
b-particle emission is 
very complicated. This 
stage is usually 
described by the evapo

ration model. In the cases of production of the large number 
of /z__- particles ( n~, = /'# --t- /Zc ) , when the nucleus is 
almost completely destroyed ( this phenomenon is investigated 
in the experiments /J2,JJ/ ), the evaporation model is not 
applicable. In ref. /l5/ the disintegration of nuclei has been 
studied on the basiR of the considered model with the only 
addition: in the nucleus the collective excitation of the 
shook wave type becomes possible at sufficient'y laree pnrth 
of the cluster • In the framework of such an approach one 
may explain allthe basic features of the effect. 

In this connection we should llke to point out another 
interesting fact shown in fig.l2 / 4/ • This is an approximate 
invariance of the integral distribution F ( nA >) in a 
wide energy interval. Taking into account the results of ref.~l5/ 
we assume in the first approximation, that A.. -particles are 
mainly nucleons in the Mach cone ( see fig.l) in which the 
shock wave front is propagated. Its angle is practically 
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4. Conclusion 

independent o~ o~ergy 
( see rer.ll5/ ) and 

that leads to the inva
riance of F(~t-;,>) • And 

what is more, actual 
calculation performed in 
this approximation, 
reproduces correctly the 
form of F(ll;,>)( the 
solid line in fig.l2). 
Thus, the evaporation 
mechanism~ most likely 
the correction one to 
the basic collective 
mechanism of nucleus 
disintegration. 

In Seot.J by a large number of examples we have compared 
the experiment with the model ( Seot.2) whi~h main elements 
are constructed by taking into account the space-time development 
of multi-particle production. A wide range of qualitatively 
different manifestations of the process ( integral, differential 
including the nuclear response) is in agreement with it. Now 
we'formulate briefly the most interesting results. 

4.1. A good correspondence to experiment testifies the 
validity of the hypothesis accepted in this model: 

a) The majority of the produced particles is determined 
by the decay of intermediate state : the cluster. The independeaee 
of a number of results of the cluster mass explains ~vidently 
the absence of definite isolation of particles in the given 
state of the process. 

b) The leading particle ( system) pro duo ed in the average 
act of multiple production interacts weakly with the nucleons 
during the time interval of nuclear order. 
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4.2. As far as the hypothesis on the hadron cluster 
production does not contradict the fao~ 

a) the models of the elementary act assuming the develop
ment of the process in two stages have the advantages compared 
to the single-stage ones. 

b) Among the models of this class those are less grounded 
which do not take into account the expansion of the system in 
the predisintegrating phase /J4/ • 

4.J. And what 1s more, further application of the hadron
-nucleus interactions in the discussed t~end can give more 
valuable information necessary to improve and define more 
accurately the models. 

To illustrate this, we indicate some interesting points. 
a) In one of the first attempts to obtain actually the data 

on the ~;~ cross-section of the leadi~ particle (system) 
inelastic interaction with the nucleons I 87 in w-+c/~ 
( En- = 40 GeV) we have obtained the estimate: 

(Yin.. ~ j_ a-: i~t.. 
~ ;,-,v 

If this result is not disproved it could indicate that the 
leading hadron is not only "cut" ( in configuration sense), 
but loses, to a great extent, its proper· field. 

Note that this effect may be explained in terms of the 
parton model also /35/ • 

(19) 

b) All the results of section J have been obtained at the 
same value of inelasticity parameter 

()' ;,.._) 
( <K/ r;::t;i =can.#- (E,). 

><,N 

A qualitative analysis of this peculiarity also leads to 
some interesting properties of the cluster hadron matter. For 
this purpose we consider the clusters produced in the average 
act at two sharply different energies of the initial proton, 
e.g., £;, = 20 GeV and -s;,= 200 GeV. Their initial masses 
differ, roughly speaking, by a factor of three. 
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t=;, ( E_,a :: 200 Ge V) ~ J ~ ( .S. = 20 GeV). Let us consider 
the cluster-nucleon interaction in the rest frame of the cluster. 
Then, in the case of the same radii, these clusters are 
characterized by different density. 

The constancy of inelasticity parameter of the K- AI-

int eraotion means, in tems of the optical model, that both 
clusters •absorb" the incident nucleon flux w1 th the same 
probability. Hence, the specific "absorbing" ability ( per unit 
mass of the cluster) of a more heavy cluster is by about a factor 
of three smaller than that of the light one. Thus, the hadron 
matter of the cluster with increagmg energy, at which it is 
produced, is "lightening": the probability of inelastic processes 
at the collision of the nucleon with the cluster mass element 
decreases. 

Thus, one m&T hope that the study of multi-particle 
production in nuclear matter will be useful for understanding 
some important aspects of the dynamics of strong interactions. 
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